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Opposition candidate Sergei Boyko said that the man smashed a bottle of “pungent liquid.”  Sergei
Boyko / Twitter

Assailants have spilled a foul-smelling liquid at the office of Siberian opposition candidates
backed by Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny ahead of upcoming regional elections, the candidates
said Tuesday.

The attack is the latest attempt to disrupt the work of a coalition of opposition candidates
planning to challenge pro-Kremlin incumbents in the Novosibirsk city council elections on
Sept. 13. Authorities previously barred the candidates from setting up campaign stands and
twice fined coalition leader Sergei Boyko for organizing “unauthorized” mass gatherings, the
independent Novaya Gazeta newspaper reported.
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Во время лекции по наблюдению для агитаторов напали на штаб. Один из
нападающих разбил бутылку с едкой жидкостью. Штаб эвакуирован,
работает полиция. Утверждают, что какая-то Асд-фракция. Двое
волонтеров в скорой. Единую Россию - это не спасет.
pic.twitter.com/9cFPpvfYWz

— Сергей Бойко (@_sergey_boyko) September 8, 2020

Security footage recorded Tuesday morning showed a hooded young man in a surgical mask
entering, then immediately fleeing, the coalition's office, with attendants filing out one by
one soon after. Boyko said in a tweet that the man had smashed a bottle of “pungent liquid.” 

Police believe that the assailants used an acid-based veterinary pharmaceutical, Boyko said.

At least two campaign volunteers were hospitalized after feeling sick, said Olga Guseva, a
member of Navalny’s Anti-Corruption Foundation.

“But the doctors started saying that [the volunteers] simply got worked up right after finding
out that they were ‘from Navalny’,” Guseva added in a tweet.

Navalny had traveled to Novosibirsk to film an anti-corruption investigation and support the
opposition coalition before falling violently ill on Aug. 20 and staying in a coma for nearly two
weeks afterward. Germany, where Navalny was flown for treatment after two days in a
Siberian hospital, said Navalny was poisoned with a military-grade nerve agent from the
Novichok family.

Siberian doctors maintain that no toxic substances were found in Navalny’s system and
Russian officials have accused Germany of “bluffing.”

Navalny has also promoted his “Smart Voting” tactic, which advises supporters to vote for the
candidate with the best chance of defeating a pro-Kremlin opponent, ahead of Russia’s 2021
parliamentary elections.

Ivan Zhdanov, a lawyer who heads Navalny’s Anti-Corruption Foundation, linked the
Novosibirsk attack to the opposition leader’s poisoning.

“This idea of attacking with a chemical wouldn’t have come to mind if the criminals who had
poisoned Navalny were in pre-trial detention,” Zhdanov said in a Facebook post.
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